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A Message from the Head of School

P

ope Francis, our Holy Father,
recently tweeted, “Dear young
people, the Church expects great
things of you and your generosity.
Don’t be afraid to aim high.”

At Bishop Marshall School, aiming high is what our students do best, whether
it is in the classroom, on the athletic field, on the stage, or on one of Vermont’s
majestic mountains – our students consistently work hard to achieve their personal
best. With the loving care and encouragement of their families, parishes, teachers,
and coaches, our students are supported as they strive to be the best they can be.
In an effort to fully support our students, the faculty and staff also consistently aim high,
modeling for our students the importance of setting goals and working toward them. Each
August, the faculty and staff set personal and professional goals. We continuously review these
goals and make strong progress. Here is a small sample of the goals set by teachers this year:
“To promote Christ-like behavior by personalizing the Beatitudes.”

The Gift of a Lifetime

Love of Learning • Respect for Your Neighbor • Finding Your Life Purpose
These are gifts we have received.
And these are gifts we must pass on to future generations. But how?

At BJAMS, it’s all about the children. The Compass tells stories about
children who are receiving a once-in-a-lifetime experience. We walk in
faith and strive to find ways to make attendance possible for any child
who desires a BJAMS education.
Whether you can sponsor a student in need for
this upcoming school year or can join others
who are planning lifetime gifts that will transform
the futures of many children, you can support
upcoming generations today.

“Organization!”
“Incorporation of more technology to enrich lessons.”
Looking back on this successful year at Bishop Marshall, I am in awe of the steps we all
took together to achieve our goals. Whether growing in our faith, embracing technology,
moving forward with professional development, introducing new fundraising initiatives like
BASH, or offering support to our small community, I would say that we aimed high.
I would like to thank all who contributed to the success of this school year by supporting our
students, vision, and mission. These contributions have not only allowed our school to maintain its
wonderful offerings, but have also allowed us to move forward, embracing new initiatives that will
enhance student experience for years to come. Thank you for your generous and continued support.

								Warmly,
								Carrie Wilson

To learn more about making the gift of a lifetime
call 802.888.4758 or email bolsen@bjams.org.

Visit us online at www.bjams.org
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Nurturing Timeless Values

E

In looking closely at these affective statements, it’s
easy to see that our students integrate the lessons of

each fall, students in grades five and eight

the school into their daily lives. Religion and faith are

participate in the National Catholic Educational

not isolated to the allocated 40 minutes per day as a

Association’s Assessment of Catholic Religious

subject; faith permeates all we do at the school and has

Education (ACRE). The assessment provides an overview

a significant impact on how our students live their lives,

of what students know about their faith, but also explores

respond to one another, and assist the community in

both personal beliefs and attitudes relative to their

which they live.

personal religious practices, their perceptions about their

The current culture of our world has a tendency to

school, their parishes, and social pressures they face as

overlook family values. Family meals at the dining room

pre-teens and teens.

table have been replaced by fast food in the car. Heart-

The school uses the results of this assessment

to-hearts with mom and dad have been replaced by

to determine a number of things. First, it provides

social media rants. Conversation has been replaced by

data relative to the effectiveness of our religion

informal text messages and emails.

curriculum. Where are we strong and where do we need

While it is not to say our families don’t hit the

improvement? The ACRE provides a solid mechanism

drive-through from time to time, it is easy to see that

to answer these questions, and adjustments are made

the family values lost in the shuffle are alive and well at

accordingly.
Part I of the assessment is faith knowledge. Faith knowledge is divided into eight domains: God; Church;
Liturgy; Revelation, Scripture, and Faith; Life in Christ; Church History; Prayer/Religious Practice; and Catholic
Faith Literacy. Part II contains the affective statements and measures the personal beliefs, attitudes, practices, and
perceptions of students.
So how did BJAMS students measure up? 100% of our eighth-graders earned proficiency or advanced in faith

BJAMS. Our students know the value of spending time
with their families and being contributing members of
their communities. The faith-based education at Bishop
Marshall School not only contributes to this, but is a
significant source.

knowledge, while 85% of our fifth-graders earned proficiency or advanced in the same section. Take a look at the table
below to see how our students answered the affective statements:

4

Affective Statements

Grade Five

Grade Eight

I look at Jesus as my Savior and friend

100%

100%

Jesus’ relationship really helps me

100%

90%

Jesus really understands me

100%

90%

When I pray, God listens

100%

100%

I can talk to my parents about anything

85%

80%

Family meals are important to my family and me

92%

90%

Students at BJAMS really care about each other

100%

100%

My religion class encourages volunteerism

92%

90%

My religion teachers are a positive influence on how I live

92%

90%

I am glad I attend school at BJAMS

100%

90%
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Becoming Catholic is a profound and

joyful experience. Many are fortunate to receive this
great gift as babies, and they grow to understand the
grace that has been bestowed upon them through
the sacraments of Christian initiation (baptism, the
Holy Eucharist, and Confirmation). Others decide as
young adults or adults to join the Church and spend
many months preparing to be brought into full
communion with the Church through classes called
the Rite of Christian Initiation for Adults (RCIA) for
adults and through religious education classes (either
through a parish or Catholic school) for children.

The past two years were such a joy teaching him the
wonders of the Catholic faith. Jonathan truly took the

Quotes from Communicants:

lessons to his heart. Now I have the privilege to continue
being a part of his growing and learning with God.”
Carrie Wilson, Head of School at BJAMS, had

“I’d really like to be able to have the Bread of Life.”
-Evan

been asked by Matthew to serve as his Godmother.
“I was incredibly touched that Matthew asked
me to not only share in this very special day, but
to be directly involved with forming his faith
and relationship with Jesus—to me, nothing is

“I’m really just looking forward to receiving communion
because I think there’ll be all these great things that
happen, like maybe God will answer my prayers more.”
- Molly

greater than to bring children closer to God.”
For the boys, learning more about their faith at
BJAMS has been instrumental in wanting to join the
Church. Matthew shared, “It’s awesome and I’m excited

“I will get special coins from my Grammy and
a saint medal and maybe some money.”
- Dylan

to be baptized and actually be considered Catholic!”
Also, this year Silas Sandshaw, Lucas Jones, Evan
Gramas, Josephine Simone, Jonathan Brosseau,

“It won’t be as scary as confession.”
- Josie

Dylan Silveira, and Molly Wilson received their
First Communion. After much preparation, this
milestone marked an exciting time when the students

The Catholic faith is not just alive but thriving at Bishop
Marshall School as this year we were thrilled to have three BJAMS

get to receive Christ in the Holy Eucharist.
The second-grade First Communicants prepared

family members join the Catholic faith and six students total

for both the sacraments of Reconciliation and Holy

making their First Communion! As each individual makes his or

Eucharist all year long with the special guidance and

her unique journey toward building a relationship with Christ,

teaching of Mrs. Nordenson and Mrs. Rapoport. They

we consider being a part of it one of life’s greatest privileges.

have been learning and preparing through lessons and

At the Easter Vigil on March 30th, the Church welcomed

activities about Jesus’ love and forgiveness. They have

three new members to its family. Matthew, Jonathan, and

spent time focusing on the seven sacraments, the Ten

Mary Brosseau became Catholic as many members of BJAMS

Commandments, as well as why and how they receive

and Most Holy Name of Jesus parish looked on. Matthew and

these sacraments. They made their own Mass booklets

Jonathan, both students at BJAMS, and their mother Mary, had

so that they can learn about each part of the Mass,

been preparing for this for many months and were very excited

the proper responses, and why we celebrate Mass.

to fully embrace the Church and all She offers Her families.
Erica Silveira, first-grade teacher at BJAMS, was asked by Jonathan
to serve as his Godmother, a role Mrs. Silveira takes very seriously.
Mrs. Silveira noted, “What an honor it is to be Jonathan’s Godmother.
6
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The BJAMS Family Rallies

first week of October, and she arrived back home on

surprising, Sayde has transitioned seamlessly

October 5—less than one month from her departure.

back into the BJAMS swing of things.

While BJAMS may not have been with her

“The love and support that came to Sayde and

physically, we were with her every step of the way

our entire family from BJAMS was like none we’ve

emotionally. “Sayde’s absence was felt school-wide.

ever felt before,” said Holly Turner, Sayde’s mother.

We provided students with updates and photos

“We always knew that our BJAMS family was

regularly, and we stayed in close contact with Sayde

amazing, but in our time of need they were there

and her family while she was working hard on her

for us with unrelenting friendship, encouragement,

recovery. I think that month was the longest month of

financial support, love, and prayers beyond all

the entire school year! We could not be more proud

levels we could have ever fathomed possible.

or more inspired by such a remarkable person as
Sayde,” commented Carrie Wilson, Head of School.

“Sayde’s 8th grade year has been bittersweet
for us—not at all how we had imagined over the last
nine years that it would be. Still, we are sad to have

“The love and support that
came to Sayde and our entire
family from BJAMS was like
none we’ve ever felt before,”

this chapter come to a close as graduation passes
by, but so happy we have made what we hope to
be lifelong connections with so many wonderful
people we can truly call our friends… and definitely
believe to be a forever part of our family!”
Mrs. Wilson shared, “Sayde has the most

Sayde continues to make progress and still

I

n our last issue of The Compass, you read about a remarkable eighth-grader, Sayde. A student
at BJAMS since kindergarten, Sayde has been, and continues to be, an incredible scholar, artist,

incredible support system in place; her parents,

participates in several appointments and therapies

siblings, extended family, and friends have rallied

to maintain and continue to improve her recovery.

around her, providing her with the love and

In January, Sayde began attending classes on

encouragement she needs to look this challenge

a part-time basis and in February moved up

in the eye and not only meet it, but beat it.”

to half-time status. While impressive but not

athlete, big-and-little sister, lector, thespian, altar server, and friend. This fall, Sayde experienced

a complication from a pre-existing medical condition that really tested her courage and the strength of
her family and friends. We are very happy to report that Sayde, her family, and friends passed this test
with flying colors—but not without an ongoing level of hard work, determination, and support.
Sayde arrived at Dartmouth Hitchcock Medical Center on September 6, 2012, where she endured surgery and
began the lengthy recovery process that continued at Spaulding Rehabilitation Hospital in Boston only a few short
weeks later. While at Spaulding, Sayde regained strength and function through rigorous physical, occupational,
and speech therapies, at a speed that surprised even her seasoned therapists! Sayde’s stay at Spaulding ended the

8
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his next step in life. Richela wanted to be able to
have unrestricted time with her family and therefore
was not able to commit to a play. As Richela said,
“putting on a play is all-consuming,” especially if
you want it to meet the high standards the Drama
Club’s long history has already established.
At the beginning of the 2012/2013 school year,
the future of the Drama Club was uncertain. Parents,
students, and teachers were clamoring for the Drama
Club to return to the school because it is such a
unique experience for our students but volunteers
were sparse. Finally, it was announced that Richela
would be returning to BJAMS to direct the students in

The Drama Tradition

T

he Drama Club at BJAMS is a big deal.

Performances are not thrown together at the last minute but worked on
and perfected over months under the direction of Richela Fusco. Drama
began at BJAMS in 1999 when Richela was asked to help with a 5th and 6th grade
project; that project was turning the text “The Clown of God” into a skit. The skit
eventually became a full-blown production with costumes, sets, and evening shows.
After that performance it was official: BJAMS had caught the acting bug.
Drama at BJAMS is an upper-school activity for grades five through eight. Beginning in fifth grade,
students may try out for the performance; this year’s play, Romeo and Juliet, has nine fifth-graders.
Romeo and Juliet is a significant play for BJAMS as it marks the return of our director Richela Fusco.
Richela has been instrumental in the creation of the Drama Club and performances at Bishop Marshall. Almost

a production of Romeo and Juliet. When asked why
she returned, Richela said, “I was asked. Also, I love
working with the kids; I love the involvement with
them as individuals and as a group, it is very personal.
Teaching drama is, after all, what I was trained to
do.” It is clear that the feeling is mutual; the students
take their parts seriously and deeply respect Richela.
The BJAMS performance of Romeo and Juliet
graced the stage on April 5 and 6, 2013. The two
shows sold out immediately, and the performance
took the audience’s breath away. Under the direction
of Richela, sixth-grader Ethan Wright and seventhgrader Veronique Bartlett played the star-crossed
lovers supported by a cast of their peers. As has been
Bishop Marshall School tradition, this play has been a
memorable performance, and the students are already
looking forward to next year’s production.

every year since 1999, Richela has directed a performance for the school. In 2011/2012, Richela took a year off to
focus on her family. At that time Richela’s son was a senior at Rice Memorial High School and was getting ready for

10
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Technology Center – Phase III
BJAMS has just completed Phase II of its technology

Students aren’t the only ones eager for the new lab.

plan! Each classroom is now equipped with one of the

Second-grade teacher Jennifer Nordenson added, “The

following: Apple TV, SMART boards, document readers,

current integration of technology has been wonderful.

projectors, and new laptop computers. Students love the

Students really respond to innovative and interactive

new technology and are eager for Phase III.

lessons—the Apple TV in our classroom has engaged the

Alumni in the Spotlight

Alex McAndrew ‘04:

students in such a positive way; the world is literally at
Phase III involves the transformation of our current

our fingertips. Knowing we will have access to a full lab

library and French classroom. Currently, a partial wall

has my mind already racing with possibilities.”

exists, separating the two spaces. Architect Greg Paus
of Silver Ridge Design (and father to BJAMS alum Liam

Head of School Carrie Wilson shared, “This has been

’10) designed the new spaces by creating a full wall,

an area needing our attention for quite some time. To

providing two classrooms.

see this project finally come to fruition is incredibly
rewarding and satisfying. I am encouraged by the

“The current integration of
technology has been wonderful.
Students really respond to
innovative and interactive lessons...”

excitement of the teachers and the enthusiasm of our
students. The 2013-2014 school year can’t come soon
enough!”

One classroom will be the French room, giving Madame

W

atching Alex McAndrew confidently

mind than mountain

negotiate the muddy trails of Plattekill

biking. He recently

Mountain in a recent promotional film, it’s

used his engineering

clear that this up-and-coming mountain bike star is a

know-how to build a

native Vermonter. The mud slurps and slops under the

cable cam at Plattekill

wheels of his bike—a virtual extension of his body—as

Mountain, the first ski

he races from top to bottom in a few short minutes.

resort in the Northeast

Even if you’ve never been on a mountain bike, seeing

Jacobs and her students their own space. The other

Alex cruise down the mountain will make you want to

side will be home to the new multimedia center. Library

join him. His passion and enthusiasm for the sport and

books will surround the perimeter while 18 brand-new

the World Cup dream he’s pursuing is intoxicating.

iMac desktops will be set up in an island at the center

He makes it look easy. But as any serious

of the room. Classes will learn basic computer skills,
conduct research, create presentations, and type papers
using new desktop computers.
The project begins in June of 2013, ahead of schedule!
Students are already incredible excited to return to

where the weather is a little more conducive to trail
riding than in his snowy hometown of East Hardwick.

resources to compete at the professional level

But we managed to catch up with him for a quick

of any sport. Along with hard-earned skills,

interview. We wanted to hear about his experience

you need a deep reservoir of perseverance, self-

at BJAMS and how, in retrospect, he feels the school

confidence, and the willingness to work hard.

contributed to his intellectual and personal development.

grade. After graduating from BJAMS in 2004, he

share a few, but it’s hard to wait for someone to finish

attended People’s Academy in Morrisville and later

when you really want to get started on a project. The

Clarkson University in Potsdam, New York.

library is going to look so awesome!”

Today, Alex races downhill in the pro mountainbike class, competing all over the U.S. in his hot
pursuit of a World Cup title. But listen to the articulate

Summer 2013

trained in New Zealand,

athlete will tell you, it takes tremendous personal

it opened its doors in 1998. He was in the third

have so many computers at our school! Right now, we

Compass

This spring Alex

who enrolled in the Bishop Marshall School when

ended. Fifth-grader Liam Wilson stated, “I can’t wait to

12

bike lift service.

Alex was part of the first wave of students

school in the fall, even though the school year has just

Anyone interested in supporting the technology initiative
at BJAMS can contact Ben Olsen,
Director of Development at (802) 888.4758, ext. 232.

to offer mountain-

“The religious
aspect of the
school helped me
develop a strong
set of morals that
has enabled me
to stay focused
on the important
things in life.”

Q: Why did you choose Clarkson
University, and what did you study?
A: I attended Clarkson because of its
engineering reputation and rural campus.
I graduated in 2012 with a bachelor’s
degree in mechanical engineering.

22-year-old talk, and you’ll know he’s got more on his
Above is a SMART Board Interactive Whiteboard, which has Internet access and also gains
teachers access to an open-source community of lessons. It is controlled with the touch of
your finger, which allows for fun interaction and engagement with students.

Continued...
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Alex McAndrew ‘04
What led you to choose
mechanical engineering?
Engineering was never really a choice. I
have always gravitated toward machines
and find the mechanical and physical
aspect of our world very interesting.

What other activities did
you pursue in college?
I ran the Bike Club and Ski Club, which had over
300 members. I was awarded a silver medal for
downhill at the USA Cycling Collegiate Mountain
Bike National Championships in 2010 and won the
men’s Division II national championships in 2011.

What are you doing now?
I’m currently living in New Zealand, training
for the World Cup. During college, I interned
for Fox Racing Shox in Santa Cruz, California.
I was offered a job but turned it down in
hopes of making a World Cup in the next
couple years. Fox was very supportive and
has helped me find work in New Zealand with
their distributor while I’m here training.

14
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What dreams do you have for your life?
My dreams are to race and qualify for a World Cup,
to work in the bike industry as an engineer, and to
raise a family in the northeastern part of Vermont.

How did the foundation you received at
BJAMS prepare you for the real world?
BJAMS had a particularly strong math
department, which enabled me to be well
prepared for a high-school track geared toward
engineering. I think students at BJAMS set high
goals for themselves because of the support
and care they receive from their teachers.
The religious aspect of the school helped
me develop a strong set of morals that has
enabled me to stay focused on the important
things in life. The morals and the desire to do
well academically that I acquired at BJAMS
helped me get the most out of my four years
in high school. I was able to manage the extra
freedom that came during the high school
years and use that time to prepare for college.
When you get to college, there is even more
freedom and opportunity. Having a strong set
of morals really helped me stay focused and
get through some of the tougher times.

Academically, what stands out for
you about your time at BJAMS?
The teachers’ attentiveness to each student and
the general advanced abilities of students who
have spent considerable time at the school.

If you could tell families thinking
about sending their children to BJAMS
one thing, what would it be?

Bishop Marshall is most certainly an advanced
track for your child and can set your child up
to achieve great things in life. But it is as much
Spiritually?
up to the parents to support the work of the
teachers as it is up to the teachers to provide
Middle school can be a very challenging time in a
person’s life. This is the time when children begin to the students with a proper education.
define themselves. It’s a self-esteem roller coaster.
What would you say to a prospective
Having faith in your daily life can offer stability
donor to the school?
and support that you won’t find elsewhere.
When I attended Bishop Marshall, there was
What are your fondest memories
funding for students who couldn’t afford to
of your time at BJAMS?
attend otherwise. The financial aid program was
key to bringing diversity to the school. Some of
Soccer, hiking field trips, and band.
the best students went through this program.
Donations are needed to bring these students in.

Bishop John A. Marshall School
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The Best Things in Life
Grandparents Luncheon 2012

A

t Bishop Marshall School, we are all about
family; it is the bedrock upon which our
students are educated and shaped into

thoughtful, disciplined, and loving young adults. We

Griffin and his
grandmother Diane Koss

go so far as to reserve a special day each year to invite
grandparents to the school for a delicious meal and
special time together with their grandchildren as we
celebrate and give thanks for the tradition of family.

ren
her twin grandchild
Debbie Schoop with
Kate and Brandon

Each November, our head cook, Mrs. Gentle,
coordinates a complimentary Thanksgiving feast
complete with perfectly moist turkey, all the fixings,
and every type of pie under the sun. The students
are teeming with excitement to have a lunch date
with their beloved grandparent(s) scheduled into

Above: Kim Swartz and Claire Truso dish out delicasies.
Below: Holly, Katelyn, and plates of pies!
Below Left: Joe Phelps works his way down the line.

their school day and to show them their school.
Aside from the busy schedule that ensures
everyone gets a chance to sit down and eat, it’s really

Above: Alexia and grandmother, Roseanne Fox

a simple day; a time to soak in the best things in

Below: Ethan and Sam Wright smile alongside

life, which really aren’t things at all. Grandparents

grandparents Joanne & Bruce Batchelder Wright

come from near and far to take in the meal and
cherished time with their special little students
as the spirit and warmth of this long-standing
tradition fills every corner of the building.
The ensuing photos attempt to capture the
joy and preciousness of this year’s Grandparents
Luncheon.

Isobel with proud grandparents
Chris and Ellen Lovell

16
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John Bailey and Elise Limoge

Rusty Dewees smiles for the
camera with Madeleine Ziminsky

s

Mel Chudzik and hi
grandson Alex

Elisabeth stocks up
on goodies

All laughs for Paul Thabault, Rob Apple
and grandson Cailin

Carrie Wilson, Peri Armand
and Carla Fitzgerald

o,

Joshephine grins real big between
Janet and Terry Richards

Coen’s generational gathering with grandparents
Brenda and John Buzzell, great grandparents
Catherine and John Salvador, and Amy Mullins
18
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aire Truso

Kim Swartz and Cl

Salves
Grandmother Joan
poses with Sofia

Munashe smiles between

Jeff Barrows and Patty Gillesp

ie

A happy grandson Liam wit

h
grandfather Thomas Wilson

Tyler enjoys lunch with
grandmother Clara Bryan
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A MAJOR
SUCCESS!

O

n Saturday, May 4,
Bishop Marshall
School held its
first-ever benefit gala,
and things couldn’t
have gone better!
Well over 100 people arrived at the gorgeous
Edson Hill Estate in Stowe for an evening
of lively fun and celebration of the BJAMS
mission. BASH stands for Building A Scholastic
Heritage. As an event open to everyone in the
BJAMS community, the evening provided an
opportunity for people involved with the school
in every capacity to gather for a fun night out
together, share all the great stories from the
year, break bread together, and honor and thank
some very instrumental people who have helped
build the strong heritage we enjoy today.
The goal is to celebrate BASH each year
as a capstone for the hard work that the
BJAMS community has invested in forming
what we believe to be the best students in
Vermont throughout the school year.

20
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Planning for BASH started at the beginning of the
2012-2013 school year and continued right up to the
last few hours before the event on that Saturday.
“We knew that every detail of this event was going
to matter, and we had a clear vision of how we wanted
everything to flow. Being year one, we had to hit the
mark,” says Ben Olsen, Director of Development at
BJAMS. In total, nearly three-dozen volunteers generously
gave of their time to help cover every last detail and
ensure the night went off without a hitch, which it did.
The theme of the evening—“All You Need Is Love”—
was one of the best parts. It encouraged a fun 1960’s
continuity throughout the event from the gerbera daisy
flowers sprinkled about, to the music played by the DJ,
as well as a number of fun wardrobe decisions made
by many of the guests. Simply put, it was a blast!
When initially trying to come up with the theme
for BASH 2013, we kept coming back to this idea that
love is the common thread through all that is done
at BJAMS; it’s not just how the school is run but
why the school exists; teaching children life’s most
important virtue. Love is what characterizes us as a
Catholic school, and it is the underlying foundation
upon which everything at BJAMS is built. We teach
and expect our children to act first and foremost out of
love, and we, in turn, strive to live and act out of love
in all that we do and with all whom we encounter.
To start off the evening, a large group gathered
to celebrate the 4:30 p.m. Mass at Blessed Sacrament
Church in Stowe just before joining up with the cocktail
hour at Edson Hill Manor, which began at 5:00. In the
weeks leading up to the event, the tickets of all BJAMS
employees were covered thanks to two very generous
donations. Once checked in, guests had the chance
to stop by the bar before sampling an array of divine
appetizers from both McCarthy’s restaurant in Stowe
and Edson Hill Manor. While fueling up, they could then
start scouting out the tempting Silent Auction items.
Included in the Silent Auction were nearly 50 items
ranging from fancy-grade maple syrup to classy bottles of
wine, from an Adirondack ski chair to a beautiful Karen
Winslow painting, and from a great golfing package to
professional massage and spa treatments. Guests snuck
in their final bids just as the auction wrapped up, and
everyone slipped outside on the beautiful brick terrace
overlooking a picturesque landscape consisting of century-
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old maples, babbling brooks, serene ponds, and layers
of purple mountain ranges. The weather couldn’t
have cooperated any better either! With 70 degrees, a
warm breeze, and bluebird skies, guests sat down to a
complimentary wine selection and a gourmet dinner.
Our very own Mr. Close—the 8th grade homeroom
teacher—served as the master of ceremonies under the
persona of Johnny Quest, “Just to liven things up a
bit,” he says. But the fun certainly didn’t stop there.
Mr. Close wasted no time putting
on a carefully devised act where those in
the audience who correctly answered his
’60s-related quiz topics—questions like
“What does Volkswagen mean?”—won
paraphernalia supposedly belonging to
superstars of the past—items like the
mustache comb of Sonny Bono with
a certificate of authenticity signed by
Cher, and a glove belonging to “Skippy
Jackson,” the supposedly lesser-known brother of
Michael Jackson. The whole act was just as fun and
hilarious as it sounds, and the entire room was tearing
up with laughter throughout the performance.
Once everyone had taken a minute to regain their
composure, the school honored five individuals who
have been instrumental in advancing the mission of
Bishop Marshall School over the past 15 years and
who have helped shape the school we all enjoy today.
“We hear frequently that Bishop Marshall School
relies on others for the investment of the time,
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talent, and treasure needed to realize the school’s full
potential,” Mr. Close stated. “Just as our students learn
from the example of their teachers and classmates, and
as we learn from Christ, our five honorees tonight are
truly our role models for leading lives of generosity
and living for a cause greater than oneself.”
The audience enjoyed a humble summary of
the contributions made by Deacon Tom Cooney,
Diane Jacobs, Laurie Hurley, and Arnold and
Martha Langbo, followed by rounds of
applause and a certificate acknowledging
each of them for the unique ways they
have helped to further the school.
Following the honoree
acknowledgments, Mr. Close got the
room hopping once again as winners of
the silent auction were announced and
runners rushed to deliver the winning
slips. The Live Auction began immediately
thereafter, led by auctioneer Toby Hirchak of the
Thomas Hirchak Company. Toby brought lots of energy
to the floor along with a good dose of humor. Before
any time had passed, the first item was on the block,
and eager paddles began to pop up all over the terrace.
Up for auction that night were things like
vacation homes in Nantucket and Stowe, an allinclusive week at the 800-acre Forest Lake Family
Camp in the Adirondacks, a New England Patriots
pre-season package complete with tickets to the
Hall of Fame at Patriot Place, dinner with Mrs.

“Barefoot Contessa” Wilson, reserved VIP seating
at the upcoming BJAMS Christmas Concert, and
14 yards of premium top soil, just to name a few.
Whether you were bidding on an item or just trying
to keep up with the action, it was fun, fast, and fierce
as BASH guests chased after their prized items.
Without a moment to spare, just as the last liveauction item was announced “SOLD!” the drawing was
held to see who would be the winner of the Tuition/
Cash Raffle, where only 200 tickets were available for
the chance of winning either a year of
tuition or $5,000, winner’s choice. Our
winner this year were Howard and Pierrette
Lyman of Greensboro Bend, Vermont.
With the evening nearly complete,
there was just one last thing to do. The DJ
for the evening from Peak Entertainment
in Morrisville cranked up a perfect ’60s
playlist, and guests headed to the dance
floor. Dancers showed off their versions of the twist,
mashed potato, and the locomotion; others mingled
with friends, and some called it a night as everyone
squeezed every last drop of fun out of BASH 2013.
In short, BASH 2013 was nothing short of a
phenomenal success in its start-up year. It exceeded
everyone’s expectations and was the result of the hard
work invested by nearly three-dozen volunteers. A
very special “Thank You” goes out to Casey Dewey who
chaired the planning committee. Casey was quick to roll
up her sleeves, and ensured that—not having past events

to build upon—we did all that we could in year one!
It was a special night for the BJAMS family as
everyone got together for a night of fun and celebrated
an institution that is so meaningful and has changed
the lives of so many families. The best part is that
everyone was able to relax and enjoy themselves as
evidenced by the comments of “I can’t wait for next
year’s BASH,” made while people started gathering
their coats. Finally, we leapt well beyond our humble
fundraising hopes for this first year at our major
gala and raised $15,363 (net). Wow!
BASH 2013 would not have been the
overwhelming success it was without the
support of the more than 60 businesses and
individuals in our community who donated
auction items and took out ads in our extensive
print and electronic catalogs. While most felt
their contribution to this event was humble,
BASH 2013 is living proof of just how much
we can accomplish working together; everyone in the
BJAMS community will benefit from its success.
Saving the best for last, we could not have
accomplished all this without the help of the owners
of Edson Hill Manor in Stowe, Billy and Juliet O’Neil,
who played the single most important role in helping
this new initiative take off and become a smashing
success. The O’Neils and the many generous donors
can be certain of the genuine gratitude of the faculty
and staff, Board of Trustees, and most importantly,
the children and families of Bishop Marshall School.
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Recommend BJAMS to a family you know.
Certain classes are filling up for 2013/2014 school year.

Community Service at BJAMS – 730 Hours
Here are just a few of the wonderful programs they participated in:
Singing for the elderly at The Manor nursing home
Participating in the Soles 4Souls program
Making Christmas cards for those at The Manor nursing home
Making Christmas cards for children at Saint Jude’s Research Hospital
Packing boxes with gifts for Operation Christmas Child
Making and sending cards to known children with cancer
Multiple visits to those at Out and About Adult Day Services

We welcome anyone for a tour
or to get your questions answered.
It’s easy; just call 802-888-4758
or email info@bjams.org.

Visit us online at www.bjams.org

Nation-Wide Comprehensive Assessment
- Stanford Achievement Test (SAT-10)
Our test results just came in for this year and our results
are consistently very strong.
Grade 1 - 2.5 grade equivalent
Grade 2 - 4.2 grade equivalent
Grade 3 - 7.1 grade equivalent
Grade 4 - 7.5 grade equivalent
Grade 5 - 7.2 grade equivalent
Grade 6 - 10.2 grade equivalent
Grade 7 - 9.2 grade equivalent
Grade 8 - 11.3 grade equivalent

